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TRANSITIONING TO DIGITAL 
SCHOLARSHIP TEACHING

• What is digital scholarship?
• Why do I want to integrate DS?
• What makes an effective + meaningful 

digital activity/assignment?



Digital Scholarship
Digital Humanities / Digital Social Sciences / Digital History / Digital Archaeology / Digital 
Literature / Digital Anthropology / Digital Science Communication / etc. 

Digital Scholarship ≠ Using digital tools

Digital Scholarship = Examining the impact of certain 
digital tools/methods (or a lack thereof) on scholarship



TRANSITIONING TO DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP 
TEACHING

• What is digital scholarship?
• Why do I want to integrate DS?
• What makes an effective + meaningful 

digital activity/assignment?



Why am I digitizing my classroom?

Why am I digitizing this particular 
assignment or topic? 

This is a hands-on 
digital 

scholarship/digital 
skills course

I was assigned 
a DL course

I feel 
pressured to 

do so



Digital Scholarship  examines the 
impact of certain digital tools/methods 

(or a lack thereof) on scholarship

From my course Groves, Swamps, Springs, and Caves: Sacred Landscapes in Greece

Where can I draw 
connections between 
course materials + 
today’s digital 
climate?



Students had to find examples of virtual 
sanctuaries. I compiled them and they 
explored. We made connections to the 
theories and practices from antiquity, and 
students were able to challenge their 
notions about what counted as a 
“landscape”.



THINK CRITICALLY ABOUT 
DIGITAL PUBLICATION

Software = 
StoryMaps

Software = 
Juncture



• Who am I trying to reach?

• What message do I want to 
spread?

• For teachers: what are the 
assignment goals? (beyond 
learning a “digital skill”)

• Is my audience or my 
information at risk online? 

Ask your students to think 
about why

Software = 
TimelineJS

Platform = 
Instagram

Platform = 
JSTOR 
Daily



• Am I discovering anything new? 
• Is it hindering my learning/discovery? 
• Were the extra steps worth the effort?
• Is it removing or reinforcing disciplinary barriers?
• Can I improve public dissemination/engagement? 
• What are the limitations of digital technology? What 

precautions should I take? 

Ask students to review existing 
projects and platforms:



Digital Scholarship ≠
Using digital tools or making websites





DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP  TOOLS + METHODS

data collection

analysis

visualization

writing

dissemination
outreach

data management



HISTORIOGRAPHY

Pulls from JSTOR

Pulls from Elsevier

Pulls from Twitter

What are people publishing about + 
how does it change over time?



https://constellate.org/

Software = Constellate

https://constellate.org/


TEXT ANALYSIS
What words do 

people use most?

Is the tone negative or 
positive?

Have your own text? You can analyze 
patterns + detect tone of language

How did Covid impact 
your experience?

Software = Orange



ChatGPT is a good option 
for in-class text analysis 
activities or testing your 

research questions

Software = ChatGPT
Text = selection from 

Winds of Winter (Martin) 



• Could I yield these results just by 
reading? Are they more precise?

• What tool(s) + settings did I use? 
How did they impact the results

• Are these results meaningful? 



https://brandeisdshub.wordpress.com
Natalie Susmann, PhD
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RESOURCES

Thurs/Fri this fall
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